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• Leia título e subtítulo;

• Explore fotos e legendas de imagens;

• Analise cada parágrafo como um texto isolado, lendo 
apenas a primeira sentença dele;

• Para cada sentença, defina um tema central para o 
parágrafo.

Interpretação de texto

UEPG





https://www.theguardian.com/international
https://www.nytimes.com/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/
https://www.bbc.com/news
https://www.rd.com/

GETTING READY FOR THE TEST

















Ingenious: engenhoso, genial, inteligente

That’s certainly an ingenious machine.

Ingenuous / Naive: ingênuo / inocente

It has to be said it was rather ingenuous of him to ask a 
complete stranger to take care of his luggage.

Some newspapers manipulate naive people.

FALSE COGNATES



Prejudice: preconceito

The boundaries between hate and prejudice and between
prejudice and opinion and between opinion and truth are so
complicated...

Damage / harm: prezuízo / prejudicar

After months of lockdowns and restrictions on commerce, the
U.S. has begun reopening the economy to repair severe
economic damage.

FALSE COGNATES



Pretend: fingir

Afghan girls pretend to be boys.

Fonte: JORNAL JOCA https://www.jornaljoca.com.br/afghan-girls-pretend-to-
be-boys/

Intend: pretender, ter intenção

Restaurants that intend to place outdoor seating on the sidewalk
or the street must apply with the city’s Department of Transport
through its Open Restaurants program.

FALSE COGNATES



CUIDADO COM PALAVRAS POLISSÊMICAS

Without cattle in the pen, he had nothing else to do.

The player who scored in the match won a love game.

That’s just an air pocket created by a school of fish.

JK. Rowling to pen first novel for adults.



THE JOY OF FOOD 
The sharing of food has always been part of the human story. From Qesem Cave near

Tel Aviv comes evidence of ancient meals prepared at a 300,000-year-old hearth, the oldest
ever found, where diners gathered to eat together. Retrieved from the ashes of Vesuvius: a
circular loaf of bread with scoring marks, baked to be divided. “To break bread together”,
a phrase as old as the Bible, captures the power of a meal to forge relationships, bury
anger, provoke laughter.

Children make mud pies, have tea parties, trade snacks to make friends, and mimic the
rituals of adults. They celebrate with sweets from the time of their first birthday, and the
association of food with love will continue throughout life – and in some belief systems,
into the afterlife. Consider the cultures that leave delicacies graveside to let the departed
know they are not forgotten.

And even when times are tough, the urge to celebrate endures. In the Antarctic in 1902,
during Robert Falcon Scott´s Discovery expedition, the men prepared a fancy meal for
Midwinter Day, the shortest day and longest night of the year. Hefty provisions had been
brought on board. Forty-five live sheep were slaughtered and hung from the rigging,
frozen by the elements until it was time to feast. The cold, the darkness, and the isolation
were forgotten for a while. “With such a dinner”, Scott wrote, “we agreed that life in the
Antarctic Regions was worth living.”.

Adaptado de: Victoria Pope. National Geographic. December, 2014.



Sobre os termos shortest e longest (terceiro parágrafo), assinale 
o que for correto. 

01) São dois adjetivos no grau superlativo. 
02) São dois advérbios de lugar. 
04) Sua tradução é: mais curto e mais longa, respectivamente. 
08) Sua tradução é: mais perto e mais longe, respectivamente.

GAB.: 01 + 04 = 05



THE JOY OF FOOD 
The sharing of food has always been part of the human story. From Qesem Cave near

Tel Aviv comes evidence of ancient meals prepared at a 300,000-year-old hearth, the oldest
ever found, where diners gathered to eat together. Retrieved from the ashes of Vesuvius: a
circular loaf of bread with scoring marks, baked to be divided. “To break bread together”,
a phrase as old as the Bible, captures the power of a meal to forge relationships, bury
anger, provoke laughter.

Children make mud pies, have tea parties, trade snacks to make friends, and mimic the
rituals of adults. They celebrate with sweets from the time of their first birthday, and the
association of food with love will continue throughout life – and in some belief systems,
into the afterlife. Consider the cultures that leave delicacies graveside to let the departed
know they are not forgotten.

And even when times are tough, the urge to celebrate endures. In the Antarctic in 1902,
during Robert Falcon Scott´s Discovery expedition, the men prepared a fancy meal for
Midwinter Day, the shortest day and longest night of the year. Hefty provisions had been
brought on board. Forty-five live sheep were slaughtered and hung from the rigging,
frozen by the elements until it was time to feast. The cold, the darkness, and the isolation
were forgotten for a while. “With such a dinner”, Scott wrote, “we agreed that life in the
Antarctic Regions was worth living.”.

Adaptado de: Victoria Pope. National Geographic. December, 2014.



Sobre o segmento verbal had been brought (terceiro parágrafo), 
assinale o que for correto. 

01) Ele está no past perfect tense. 
02) Sua tradução é: tinham sido trazidas. 
04) Ele está no present perfect tense. 
08) Sua tradução é: foram compradas.

GAB.: 01 + 02 = 03



HOW THE WORLD GIVES BIRTH 
In 2014 nearly one in five pregnant women worldwide delivered babies by

cesarean section. The original purpose of the procedure, in which the baby is
removed through the uterus and abdomen, was to avoid lifethreatening
complications that can arise during vaginal births. Yet rates of C-sections in
some countries are substantially higher than the 10 percent rate the World
Health Organization associates with preventing the deaths of mothers and
newborns.

Brazil, a country with one of the highest C-section rates (55,6%), launched a
public health campaign in 2015 to promote natural births.

Why do some countries see so many C-sections? WHO medical officer Ana
Pilar Betrán says factors favoring the procedure include families’ and doctors’
expectations of achieving safer outcomes and avoiding long and painful labors.
High rates, such as in Brazil, also can reflect a desire to time births more
predictably, while low rates can indicate reduced access to medical care.

As doctors and expectant mothers reevaluate the benefits of delivering
through the birth canal, C-section rates could decline, Betrán says.

Adaptado de: Daniel Stone. National Geographic. April 2016.



Sobre os termos higher e the highest (final do primeiro parágrafo 
e início do segundo), assinale o que for correto. 

01) No grau normal, o termo que dá origem a ambos é hi. 
02) Estão no grau comparativo e superlativo, respectivamente. 
04) Poderiam ser traduzidos por mais altas e das mais altas. 
08) Ambos são adjetivos.

GAB.: 02 + 04 + 08 = 14



THANK YOU

Prof. THAYSA
INGLÊS


